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Abstract. Our second participation in CLEF-QA consited in six runs
with Spanish as a target language. The source languages were Spanish,
English an Italian. miraQA uses a simple representation of the question
that is enriched with semantic information like typed Named Entities.
Runs used different strategies for answer extraction and selection, achiev-
ing at best a 25’5% accuracy. The analysis of the errors suggests that
improvements in answer selection are the most critical.

1 Introduction

This paper presents and analyzes the results of our second participation in the
CLEF-QA task. At this moment, miraQA, is based on a standard pipeline ar-
chitecture and uses only shallow linguistic analysis. In contrast, we have added
semantic resources for NE recognition. The approach and tools differ from our
last year participation[2] but we aim to combine both of them in a near future.

In Section 2 we present the system and the tools that have been used. Re-
sults are outlined in Section 3 with a detailed analysis of the errors and the
modules that originate them. Section 4 presents some conclusions and future
improvements.

2 System Description

MIRACLE’s contribution to CLEF QA 2005 is an almost new development based
on the experience acquired after last year. Our aim was to achieve an architecture
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where we could do further experiments and perform semi-automatic evaluation
with the resources generated at previous CLEF editions like MultiEight[3]. The
system is composed of Question Analysis, Sentence Retrieval and Answer Selec-
tion modules.

2.1 Resources and Tools

The system integrates individual resources from MIRACLE’s group toolbox,
open source components and web resources such as:

1. STYLUS1 (DAEDALUS linguistic processor). This tool was initially devel-
oped for spell and grammar checking. It produces all possible POS tags,
lemmas and analysis for a word using a large dictionary of Spanish. The tool
contains resources for recognition of collocations and other complex tokens.
It has been extended with semantic information that it is used to recognize
Named Entities.

2. Xapian2, an open source probabilistic information retrieval engine that uses
Okapi BM25 model.

3. Systran3, was used to translate questions from English and Italian to
Spanish.

2.2 Question Analysis

Question classification is achieved using linguistic rules produced after the study
and generalization of CLEF 2004 Spanish data. Definitional questions are classi-
fied into definitions about organizations and persons. For factual and temporal
questions a hierarchical taxonomy based on Sekine’s NE hierarchy 4 is used,
albeit simplified. Some new types are added also as abbreviations or proper-
ties, short descriptions or titles for a person or an organization. The taxonomy
for factual and temporal questions is composed of 22 different concepts. The
classification proceeds in three steps:

1. question is analyzed using STYLUS
2. features for classification are extracted based on some simple heuristics. Fea-

tures include question stem, question focus, NE types and verb lemmas as
the more salient.

3. classification performed with a manually coded decision tree and compiled
word lists of question focus.

After question classification the question is represented as a list of relevant terms.
Some terms are believed to harm retrieval effectivenes so they are filtered and
are not used to query the collection, although they are used in answer selection.
1 http://www.daedalus.es [Visited 18/11/2005]
2 http://www.xapian.org. [Visited 13/07/2005]
3 http://www.systransoft.com. [Visited 13/07/2005]
4 http://nlp.cs.nyu.edu/ene/ . [Visited 18/08/2005]
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Table 1. Error analysis for mira052eses

Module Error(%)

Question analysis 25.98
Document retrieval recall 20.81
Answer extraction recall 11.83
Answer selection 40.84

2.3 Document and Sentence Retrieval

Documents are indexed off-line using Xapian and Snowball stemmers5. At re-
trieval time, the first N results returned by the engine are analyzed using STY-
LUS tools. Sentences are scored and filtered according to the number of content
terms that they have in common with the query.

2.4 Answer Selection

Rules for extraction are dependent of the expected answer type. They are ex-
pressed as a FSA that evaluates boolean predicates over annotated tokens. Pred-
icates check for orthographic, morphological, syntactic and semantic features.
Our general strategy is to favor high recall.

After extraction, similar candidate answers are conflated and the one with
the highest score is used as the representative of the group. Final scores are
assigned in two steps. Runs 051 score answers according to the inverse frequency
of relevants terms in the sentence. Runs 052 used a weighted combination of
tf*issf (inverted selected sentence frequency) terms and median distance from
keywords to answers. In a second step, redundancy is considered by computing
the linear combination of the score and the ratio of documents that supports the
same answer.

3 Results

We have submitted for evaluation six runs for three different language pairs
[4]. Different run series used different ranking function and different strategy for
OTHER and MANNER questions. The best results were achieved in mira051eses
run but the difference is not significant. As expected, accuracy is lower for cross-
lingual runs with a loss between 6% and 7.5%.

The system processes temporal questions in a similar way to factual questions
and the accuracy obtained for the former ones is much lower than for the latter
ones. The system performs better for definition questions than for the rest of
types in absolute numbers. In contrast, compared to other systems with Spanish
as a target language, miraQA is answering better factual questions, in particular
questions of the PERSON class.
5 http://www.snowball.tartarus.org. [Visited 13/07/2005]
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3.1 Error Analysis

We have performed a detailed analysis of the errors produced by our system.
We have try to point a single source of errors although this is complicated in
a pipelined QA system, as the interplays and design decisions in any of the
modules affects the subsequent ones.

3.2 Cross-Lingual Runs

Questions in cross-lingual runs are translated using Systran and redirected to the
spanish QA pipeline. While the classification accuracy for the Spanish questions
is 80,5%, for English decreases to 77% and for Italian down to 63,5%. This is
due to grammatical errors and the incorrect translations of some question stems.
Besides, retrieval performance decreases because of lexical choice up to 13,04%.
Despite these problems, answer accuracy only decreases between 6% (English)
and 7,5% (Italian). A detailed analysis of the results shows that new correct
answers are found in cross-lingual runs that compensate for some other errors.
Synonyms that are used in translation allow to retrieve different sentences as
well as imposed different weights in the ranking functions.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

Results from the previous sections suggest that performance could be easily
improved by means of using better answer selection techniques. Answers are
correctly extracted at least for 55% of the questions if all the documents are
considered . We believe that better ranking functions and candidate answer filters
in the style of our CLEF 2004 system would help us to improve the system. We
also plan to explore the use of effective lexical information as the analysis of
cross-lingual runs suggests.
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